A Proud History of
The United States Patriots Union

On September 17, 2010… a small group of American citizens, retired military officers, business owners,
law professionals and Christian Conservative activists came together to unite in common tangible
strategic actions carefully designed to move our country in a Constitutional direction, working from every
governmental level and multiple fronts.
The United States Patriots Union (USPU) grew from a failed effort by this group to unify thousands of
patriot groups across the country. The rise of Tea Party and 912 or Liberty groups since the fraudulent
election of Barack Hussein Obama in 2008 was immediately derailed by simple divisions within the
ranks. Instead of working together in cohesive strategic initiatives, the broad patriot movement was
largely scattered to the wind, with thousands of small independent groups working on competing pet
agendas and as a result, the left has been able to march ahead unchallenged.
USPU was formed to bring Christian Conservative activists together in one place, researching, developing
and mobilizing tangible strategic initiatives and multiplying those efforts across the country in state and
local groups working in concert with others in all fifty states moving in the same direction at the same
time.
USPU was formed on a simple set of foundational common beliefs…
The US Constitution as written and ratified
The Bill of Rights
Personal Freedom
National Sovereignty and Security
Color Blind Justice and the Rule of Law
Our Declaration of Independence
A right to work, earn and own
A morally and ethically sound society and government
Individual Liberty
State Sovereignty and Rights
An unalienable Right to Life
Free-Market Economics

Everything USPU has worked on since its formation has been driven by these fundamental precepts.
Before the ink was dry on the formation of USPU, we found ourselves rushed into the defense of LTC
Terry Lakin. The Veterans Division and Constitutional Law Division of USPU worked together to
research, draft, vet and issue four legal White Papers in defense of LTC Terry Lakin, which resulted in

providing new legal counsel for Lakin in Neal Puckett, and reducing a 3-5 year sentence to 6 month’s
time-served for Lakin.

1 - http://www.scribd.com/doc/38269201/Statement-on-Lakin-Courts-Martial
2 - http://www.scribd.com/doc/38269175/Lakin-Statement-amp-White-Paper-2
3 - http://www.scribd.com/doc/38269397/LTC-Lakin-White-Paper-3
4 - http://www.scribd.com/doc/38830921/LTC-Lakin-Chooses-New-Defense-USPU-White-Paper-4

In May of 2011, Veteran Defenders of America (VDA) became an active division of USPU. VDA was
formed a few years earlier by Richard Van Waes, one of the finest men and patriots in America at the
time. Richard had taken ill and was searching for a new home for his beloved VDA. USPU was a perfect
fit in Richards mind, and VDA has been a division of USPU ever since.
Today, VDA is guided by the leadership of Col. James C. Harding, USAF, Retired. Colonel Harding is
currently the 20th most decorated Military officer alive in America and one of the finest men on earth with
a stellar biography. Colonel Harding is a strong Christian man, a staunch conservative and a true leader
among leaders. There is no man alive today that I would rather follow into battle and his biography
explains why.
USPU and VDA have members in all 50 states. Basic membership in either organization is a mere $29
per year, less than .08 cents per day. Both are ALL volunteer organizations wherein no one is on payroll
of any type. Many members have paid nothing to join due to individual financial circumstances. Others
have voluntarily sponsored them in…
Still, together we have initiated and achieved the following over the last three years since our formation.







Recognizing the challenges in effecting change at the Federal level today, we researched, drafted,
vetted and issued a national CALL TO ACTION to Restore the Constitutional Republic.
Members from 46 states gathered in Washington DC to deliver that CALL TO ACTION on
11.11.11 Veterans Day 2011.
We researched, drafted, vetted and launched broad-based State Legislation – The Balance of
Powers Act – and sustained a three year effort to establish Balance of Powers legislative
committees in several states and work to pass the BOPA in every state across the country.
We launched “the precinct strategy” with then partner organization National Precinct Alliance,
training over 300,000 citizens on the power of the party precinct in 12 months, gaining
international media attention for true grassroots activism.
We were the first to expose the truth about Benghazi in our Executive Brief and the public release
of once Classified Cables.
We served notice to the Secret Service on massive 2012 Obama-Biden Campaign Finance Fraud
and published it for the whole world to see.





We served legal notice to every State regarding the placement unvetted (unconstitutional)
candidates on State election ballots, in advance of them doing so.
We process served every member of the US Congress advising them not to confirm the fraudulent
election results of 2012, before they confirmed them without a single opposition in either
chamber.
We made it possible for every member in every state to serve notice upon their own
representatives, advising congress not to certify the fraudulent election results in 2012.

By October of 2012, we had become so deeply involved in various areas of the law that we formed The
North American Law Center (NALC) and moved our legal team and initiatives to a standalone legal
research organization run by some of the best Christian Conservative legal minds in America today,
headed up by legal scholar Barbara Ketay and represented by Constitutional Law professional Stephen
Pidgeon and Military Law expert Col. Colby Vokey, USMC, Retired.
Since the formation of NALC, we have worked on the following;












Worked to educate state legislators and officials on States and Individual Rights
Dispelling bad legal opinions on the Constitutional Balance of Powers
Investigating Benghazi and pushing for Special Prosecutors
Investigating Extortion 17 and pushing for a Special Investigation
Analyzing Military ROE – recommending critical changes (Classified)
Assisting in the completion and promotion of the SEAL Team 6 book Betrayed
Representing SEAL 6 families
Investigating other wrongful death events due to Obama’s ROE (Classified)
Developing a Criminal Complaint against the Obama Regime
A Factual legal analysis of the June 2012 SCOTUS Ruling on ObamaCare
Providing vetted evidence on case being presented to the Armed Services Committee (Classified)

NALC cases and initiatives are chosen on careful criteria. Because cases are chosen on the basis of “best
public interest,” NALC clients are usually represented pro bono. Unlike USPU and VDA which are dues
funded activist organizations, NALC is funded solely by private donations.
Sadly, as our economy has been driven deeper and deeper towards depression, raising funds for the
necessary and expensive legal battles ahead is becoming ever more difficult. Unlike the grassroots
volunteer efforts in USPU and VDA, the work of NALC requires highly trained and licensed specialists,
and a team of people capable of investigating, vetting, formulating and executing strategy in the high-cost
arena of American Justice.
In the end, we are often in a holding pattern, awaiting the funding necessary to sustain any assault on an
opponent with the size and resources of our federal government. They will always have more resources,
but NALC will always need enough to sustain an initiative before an attack can be initiated. With the

average cost of a single Supreme Court case at $500,000 in legal fees, we must constantly work to raise
funds, vet opportunities very carefully, take tight aim and we can’t afford to miss the target.
Still, with little resources, over the last three years, we have covered an enormous amount of ground on
many critical fronts, yet we are just getting started. There is a long way to go to turn the tide in America.
But the members of USPU and VDA, and the donors of NALC have a great deal to be proud of. We
challenge anyone to match the tangible actions of these organizations.
When people want to know why these organizations are not free, it is because freedom isn’t free and
neither is all the work we have done over the past three years and continue to do every day. As our fight
for freedom and liberty goes forward, the battles ahead will get even more costly, in treasure and blood.
We are member and donor funded because we are committed to our stated goals and we are for sale to no
one.
Our continued success is 100% dependent upon the number and engagement level of our members and
donors. We are a PRIVATE organization because it is no one’s business who our members and donors
are, or even how many there are.
If one man can make an army, we are much more than an army. We are Americans… we are the best our
nation has to offer and we protect our members and donors, in the quest to protect our Constitutional
Republic.
People who want to know who we are, what we do and why we do it, need look no further than this
document, celebrating the first three years of unified, focused and committed Americans who do not have
an ounce of quit in them anywhere.
Thank you for taking a moment to learn more about our organizations and a very special thanks to all who
have worked and donated to make it all possible.
God Bless the United States of America and God Bless all who fight for freedom and liberty!

For additional information, contact the organization via the info or contact link on the web site.
www.PatriotsUnion.org
www.VeteranDefenders.org
www.NorthAmericanLawCenter.org

